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Gender sensitization (GenSen) cell organized an interactive session with the students to create 

awareness about gender issues. The cell invited the Adamya – the drama society of Sanskritiki 

Cell of the University to sensitize students about 

the issues which are usually less discussed in 

discourse. They started with a nukkad natak on 

menstruation and menopause issue to make 

people understand how a girl or a woman 

conducts her personal and professional duties 

along with the pain of menstruation and what 

difficulty she faces while going through her  

menopausal age.  

 

This nukkad natak was followed by an open 

interactive students in which the coordinator of the 

GenSen Cell Dr. Roli Misra after introducing all the 

members of the cell spoke about the relevance and 

functions of the cell in the campus. There were 

questions and answers rounds in which students talked about marriage, education, eve teasing, 

harassment and what are the possible solutions which may bring about the required change in the 

mindset of the people so as to bring gender neutrality in the society and make campus gender 

friendly. Dr. Anupama Singh from Statistics department and Dr. Chandra Sen from Law 

department, members GenSen cell also interacted with the students so as to sensitize them on 

gendered issues. 

‘Roohani’- all girls band, an initiative of GenSen cell also made a debut in this programme. The 

idea of making this band is to break the myth that rock bands are associated with boys and girls 

usually do not play all instruments. The band is set to give its maiden performance on 25th 

November 2021, the foundation of the University. Prof. Rakesh Chandra, director Sanskritiki and 

another GenSen member Dr. Prashant Shukla from Philosophy department marked their presence. 

Programme was attended by large number of students. 



 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


